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Any other suggestions relating to MBA Curriculum Design and Value added courses 

 Not only academic we required event also 

 Still need to develop the teaching of practical subjects 

 No suggestions, satisfied with current design and courses. 

 Not required 

 Provide Certification courses 

 No suggestions 

 The curriculum would have been better if there were less topics but explained in detail 

rather than having more topics but explained just at the surface level understanding 

 Few courses contain vast portion which makes the course lengthy. 

 First change pattern of teaching and change the vision and mission of the institute. 

Every student should be given opportunity to participate in every course and event of 

management. Identify the capabilities of students and development the interest of 

students. 

 Organising Fests, different kinds of events may provide exposure to students and help 

them to improve their interpersonal skills 

 Overall content is good, syllabus is appropriate. 

 Overall good 

 In terms of final exams there should be at least one day gap between each exam. 

because it is creating high pressure on students and even it is not possible to revise 

entire subject in half day...please consider it 

 Real life cases to be given 

 Extra work 

 Please add an entrepreneur course as a dual course with available other specialization 

courses 

 Offering specialization related courses and certifications. 

 Can give atleast 1 day gap between 2 exams at sem end exams and can offer different 

certification courses related to specialisations 

 Nothing! 

 The number of courses in each Semester Should be reduced and practical oriented 

Courses should be introduced . 

 No 

 Could improve on offering certification courses and design a more of case study and 

practical approach in relevance to current industry trends. 

 2 internships in a curriculum 

 Give more options for selecting electives and for dual specialization provide flexibility 

for choosing what students need 

 Should start training of business intelligence tools ie power bi and tableau 

 Nope 

 

 




